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ABSTRACT 

A (number theoretic) function, f, (i.e., f : N -»N 

where N is the set of natural members) is thought of as 

an infinite set of pairs; {(n f(n)) | n 6 N} . A (type 2)- 

functional F : -* N is said to be countable if F(f) = k 

implies that there exist n^.-.n^ such that if g € N and 

f(n^) = g(np , i = l...j , then F(g) = k . In other words 

a countable functional is one whose values are determined 

by a finite amount of information about its arguments. 

A finite set: {(n^f(n^))...(n^f(n^))} is called a 

formal neighborhood and is denoted by CT . The correspond¬ 

ing subset of NN defined by {g | g € N^ and g(n^) = 

f(n^) i = l...j} is called the associated informal neigh¬ 

borhood of functions and is denoted by "a . 

Now since ^ n "a2 = ai ^ °2 t^ie set informal neigh¬ 

borhoods forms a base for a topology. This topology is 

called the neighborhood topology. It then follows that a 

functional F is countable if it is continuous on the neigh¬ 

borhood topology. This then is our topological characteri¬ 

zation. 

The topology is shown to be metrizable by observing 

that the base is both countable and closed. 

The above definitions and results are extended to include 

all functionals of pure type. There is a uniform method for 

transforming any functional into one of pure type but it 

is also shown that there is no uniform method of topologizing 



impure spaces in such a way that the countable functionals 

are characterized as precisely those which are continuous. 
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1. Introduction 

In this section we shall introduce all the definitions 

and ideas used in this paper at the level of the simplest 

type of functionals, and we shall outline the results of 

this paper, in terms of functionals of this class. 

In section 2 the generalized definitions are given and 

the results established for these generalized notions; how¬ 

ever it is possible to state and prove the basic theorem in 

this section although its full meaning is not obtained 

until one substitutes the generalized definitions for the 

narrower ones used in this section. 

A (number theoretic) function f (i.e. f : N -♦ N where 

N is the set of natural numbers) is construed as an infinite 

set of pairs: {(n f(n)) | n € N} . A (type 2)-functional 

F : -* N is said to be countable if F (f) = k implies 

that there exist n-^...n. such that if g € and f(n^) 

= g(n^) , i = l...j , then F(g) = k . In other words a 

countable functional is one whose values are determined by 

a finite amount of information about its arguments. 

A finite set: {(n^f(n^)) ...(n^f(nj))) is called a 

formal neighborhood. (A formal neighborhood corresponds to 

the finite body of information that determines the value of 

a countable functional). The subset of defined by 

(g | g ? NN and g(n±) = fCru) i = l...j} , where o = 

f(n^,f(n^)) ,...(n.,f(n.))} , is called the informal neigh- 
J J 

borhood of functions associated with a, and is denoted by o . 
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It is then easily seen that CTi 0 cjg = CT-^ U for any 

formal neighborhoods CT^ and ; so that the set of in¬ 

formal neighborhoods form a base for a topology. This topol¬ 

ogy is called the neighborhood topology. 

Theorem 0. A functional F is countable if it is continuous 

on the neighborhood topology. 

Proof. a) If F is countable and F(f) = k then by defini¬ 

tion there exists a formal neighbrohood a such 

that f ? a and g 6 or => F(g) = k ; i.e. , F is 

continuous, since F~^(k) 2 "a 

b) If F is continuous on the neighborhood topology 

and F(f) = k then there exists F such that 

"a c F~^(k); hence F is also countable since 

g 6 a ^ F(g) = k . The theorem is proved. 

The neighborhood topology is seen to be metrizable by 

observing that the base is both countable and closed. 

The above definitions and results are established (in 

section 2) for all functionals of pure type. A uniform 

method for transforming any functional into one of pure type 

is given but it is also shown that there is no uniform method 

of topologizing impure spaces in such a way that the count¬ 

able functionals are characterized as precisely those which 

are continuous. 
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2. The Topologies 

We now introduce the notion of type to distinguish the 

various levels of functionals with which we will be concerned. 

(The terms"function"and 'tunctiona]!1 are used somewhat inter¬ 

changeably; however, "functional" is usually used when the 

domain is itself a set of functions or functionals. "Function" 

usually means that the domain is some subset of the natural 

numbers. This situation of usiAge is similar to that of class and 

set--one usually speaks of classes of sets, and sets of elements; 

but not always--the usage in both cases sometimes being just a 

matter of style.) 

The natural numbers are said to be of type o. A function 

(of n arguments) which associates a function of type a with 

functions of types g^..|3n has type a(p^....3n). 

For example, the real numbers have type o(o). A real function 

of a real variable has type o(o)(o(o)). 

A special subclass of the types defined above are the pure 

types or numerical valued types; that is, o(o...o) is of pure 

type and o(p^....Bn) is of pure type if each is. 

Our purpose is to define and investigate topologies on the 

various spaces of functionals so that certain subclasses in 

which we are interested are given an alternate characterization 

as being just those which are continuous. 

The functionals we are interested in are those which corre¬ 

spond to certain calculations. These calculations are not to use 

the definitions of functions or functionals which enter into them, 

but only the values of such functions or functionals (and there¬ 

fore only finitely many of these). 
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At the type argument (o(o))--this is illustrated as 

follows: If in a calculation only finitely many values of a 

function f are used, then the calculation is unchanged if in¬ 

stead of f we use any other function g which has the same 

values on the arguments which were used in the calculation. 

Hence we can think of the calculation operating not on indi¬ 

vidual functions but on neighborhoods of them, where a neigh¬ 

borhood is determined by a finite set of pairs f(n^p^)... 

(nk?k) ^ w^en f(ni) = Pj[ used in the calculation. 

Consider the following example: 

f[f(o)] [type 0(0(0))] 

then 

(1) If we are given certain pairs the calculation can be 

carried out; e.g., the set of pairs = [(0 5) (5 3)} are sufficient. 

(2) For other sets of pairs it cannot; e.g., 

U2 = [(0 5)(3 6)(7 11)} . 

(3) Certain sets of pairs are inconsistent; e.g., 

U3 = [(0 5)(5 3)(0 4)(4 2)] . 

If we think of § (the computation) as acting upon such sets 

of pairs, we could express the above cases by $(U^) = 3 + 1 , 

$(U2) = 0 and a general restriction on sets of pairs (called 

consistency) so that sets such as will not be allowed. 

Such U as in case 1 and 2 are called formal neighborhoods 

and U = ff | f(n^) = P^3 the associated informal neighborhood 

of functions. 

We now restrict ourselves for the moment to pure types, 

one argument and give precise definitions (for all these types) 

of the concepts introduced above. 
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First, we define an alternate notation for these special 

types-. 

The natural numbers are, as before, of type 0. 

Type n + 1 = type (o (type n) ). 

For example (o (o) ) is type 1; (o (o (o)) ) is type 2, etc. 

Def. 1. 

(a) I°(e°) = 0 if e° is any natural number 

(b) In+1(en+1) - 0 if en+1 - {(e“ Pl + 1) . . . (e£ pk + 1)} 

where In(e?) = 0, i *= 1 ...k 

The set of x such that In(x) = 0 are called the indices 

of type n and are just the U^, Ug above at the general 

type n. 

Now we must define a general consistency condition to 

impose on e11. (The indices of type n) 

Def. 2. 

(a) e° and e^ are consistent if » e£ 

(b) If en+1 - . (ej Pj_ + 1) ...} 

and sn+1 = {... (s? q. + 1) ...} (where en^, sn"*"^ are 

indices of type n + 1) then en+^, s n+^ are consistent if 

ei* sj cons*-stent implies p^ = q^. Now we can define formal 
neighborhoods in general. 

Def, 3. 

(a) All e° are formal neighborhoods. 

(b) e11"1*^ = {.. (e? p^ + 1) .. ] is a formal neighborhood if 

(1) it is consistent with itself 

(2) the e? are formal neighborhoods. 

Formal neighborhoods of type n will be denoted by gnTTn. 
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Now given a class of functionals F ,■ we define a11, the 

associated informal neighborhood of functionals. 

Def. A~. 

(a) If CT^ ** {... (CT° p^ + 1) ... ] then 

CT
1 = {f | f € F1 and f(a?) ^pj.3 

(b) If an+1 = { (aj p± + 1)...} then 

an+1 = {f | f € Fn+1 and fCg^)' = for any . 

We see that the definition of cf11 depends on the class Fn« This 

is intended (as such). For example, let CT^ * {(0 1) 3 then a^ 

will be all functions f in the class F^ which satisfy f(0) =0. 

Now for some applications we might want F^ to just contain recur¬ 

sive functions, in other cases all functions. 

The following lemmas hold regardless of the extension of the 

classes we are concerned with--that is for any f € Fn and g such 

that f(g) = p. There is a a11-^ 5 g € and f 6 {(a11”^ p + 1)3* 

Lemma 1. The set fa11 j U {cp3 satisfies the Finite Intersections 

Property (and hence form a base for a topology on F ,. Clear 
if W 

y. I1 I 1 

since f €. H ay « f £ U ay For example consider 
i=l i=l 

*1={(01)} 

o\ = C(l 1)3 

then "a^ = {f | f(0) = 03 

o\ = {f | f(l) = 03 

and a* A a\ = {f | f (0) = 0 and f(l) = 03 

Let 03 = o\ U aj then 03 = {(0; 1) (1 1)} 

and 03 = {f | f(0) = 0 and f(l) = 03. 
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Def. 5. The topology for which {a } U {cp} is a base is called 

the neighborhood topology. 

Lemma.2. For every n the base for the neighborhood topology is 

countable. 

By induction {a°} = N by definition countable. 

is a subset of all finite subsets of [an}xN 

hence countable if [a11] is. 

Lemma 3. The base, {cr11} , is closed in the neighborhood topology. 
 n -l 

(a) n = 1. Suppose f | a where a = { ... (n^ p^ + 1)...} hence 

there is an i ^ f(n^) = q and q ^ p^, Therefore fl = cp where 

TT^ = {(n^ q + 1)} So f is not a limit point of a^. 

(b) n § 1 Suppose F | on+^ where a11"*’1 = {... (cr? Pi+]_) • • • 3 

hence there is an f and an i such that f € cr? and F(f) = q, 

q ^ p^ Now there is a rrn such that f <E TT11 and F € { (TT11 q + 1)} 

= TTn+^ Clearly TTn+^ fl on+‘*' = cp and F is not a limit point of 

—n+1 
CT 

Theorem 1. The neighborhood topologies are metrizable.by Lemmas 

1, 2 and 3, together with the Metrization Theorem [1]. 

In the proof of the Metrization Theorem a functional 

is associated with a corner of the ID cube in the following 

way. Take some enumeration of the {<jn} (for a given n), then 

f is associated with the corner (e(0); e(l),...,e(m),...) 

where e(m) = 0 if f g o1, where a11 is the mth formal neighbor- 

hood in the enumeration, and e(m) = 1 if f | (This trivially 

implies that there are at most c continuous functionals on this 

topology.) 

In the preceding section we had examples of functions 

continuous on the recursive reals which could not be extended 
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to functions continuous on all the reals. So we see that the 

class of functions of type n continuous on the neighborhood 

topology depends on the class of functions of type n-1 (its 

argument) upon which we want these functions of type n to be 

defined. These in turn depend on the class of functions 

of type n-2 upon which they must be defined. Therefore we 

make the following definition. 

Definition 6. The class of functionals of type n, continuous 

on the neighborhood toplogy w.r.t. classes F^,..Fn will be 

denoted by c(F-^..’.F^) ... Now we wish to tie these extensional 

ideas about classes of functionals, F^, in a natural manner 

with what happens in the systems of formal analogs (the actual 

computation) that is, in systems RF where for each f € F- 

we have symbolic entities, rf, where rf is in a sense a defini¬ 

tion of f. The rf's are to have the formal neighborhoods as 

their domain of definition so that they are purely symbolic 

entities operating on purely symbolic entities. We say that 

rf is a formal functional representing f. These rf's are just 

the "computational" § mentioned previously but now seen as 

being formal neighborhood functions rather than point argument 

functions. Now instead of classes F....F„ we will be consider- 

ing Classes RF^...RFn of representations of F^...Fn and a 

corresponding class to be denoted c(RF^...RFn), of formal 

functionals (defined on the formal neighborhoods of type n-1). 

Each RF^ is to contain at least one representation for each 

f € Ft. 

In view of the intended applications we impose the following 

restrictions on formal functionals. 
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1. A formal functional, rf, is to take the value 0 on 

a formal neighborhood which is too large; that is, one in which 

the associated neighborhood of extensional functionals contains 

two functionals upon which the functional which our rf repre¬ 

sents takes different values. 

2. If a formal functional takes non-zero values on two 

consistent formal neighborhoods, then these values are to be 

the same. 

Now we define what it means for a formal functional of 

type n to be defined relative to RF^...RFn and denote this class 

by c(RF-^.. ,RFn) . c^RF^ RFn) will be the class of functionals 

represented by c (RF-^.. .RFn) . 

Definition 7. 

(a) cp^ e c(RF^) if cp^ e RF-^. 

(b) cpn e c(RF^.. .RFn_^) if cpn is a formal functional and 

cpn”^ e c(RF^.. .RFn_-^) implies that there exists a 

n1? ^ such that cpn ^(n1? ^ 0 and cpn({...(n^ ^cpn ^ 
J J J 

(n"’2))...}) t 0. 

(c) cpn e c(RF, ...RF ) means q>n e c(RF^.. .RFn_^) and 

tpn e RFn. 

It is true that having different classes RFn_-p ^n-1 

will yield different classes RFn RF^ of definable formal func¬ 

tionals. However, we have the following somewhat surprising 

result that extensionally these classes are the same; i.e., 

although the classes of definitions are different the class of 

functionals defined are the same. 
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Theorem 2. c(RF^..,RFn) = c(F^..•Fn) 

The theorem is true for n = 1 by definition 7 a. Now suppose 
n±i 

it is true for n and cp 6c(RF-^.. .RFn+-^) Hence by the induc¬ 

tive hypothesis cpn+1 (that is, the function defined by cpn+^) 

is defined for every f € c(F^...Fn), condition ii insures 

that it takes only one value and it is clearly continuous on 

the neighborhood topology, therefore ^(RF^.. .RFn+^) c. c(F-^.. .F^j). 

The induction hypothesis insures that for each f € c(F^... W 

there is a representation in c(RF^.. .RFn_^) that is the induc¬ 

tion hypothesis insures that if f « Fn+1 then its representation 

in RFn+^ will be defined on enough formal neighborhoods to be 

in c(RF-^.. .RFn) . 

It is clear from the above development that one can extend 

our results to pure type several variables. Since it is known 

that any impure functional can be represented by one of pure 

type (several variables) one might be inclined to accept these 

results as complete as we seem to have a satisfying develop¬ 

ment for pure type and any impure functional associated with 

a computational schema is represented by a continuous (on the 

neighborhood topology) one of pure type. However these repre¬ 

sentations are not unique and therefore it would be more 

satisfactory to carry the theorem 2 to impure types. 

It is easy to define the transformations from impure to 

pure types. Inductively if we have type a(|3^...3n) and a is 

represented by type 0(a^...a*) , is represented by type 
± ± it 

ki> - Ei then a(p^...3n) is represented by 

0(a-^.. .a .. .B^) . This is not unique since 0(a^ a2)(a3*** 

as B^...Bn) also has this representation. 

k 
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Counterexample 1. Consider the functional F of type 

0(0(0)) (0(0)) [i.e., carrying ordinary function (type 1, pure 

into pure type 2] defined as follows: F : cp -» $ where 

$ = Xijf [cp (\Jr (0) ] (this is to be read $ is that function of i|f 

given by cp (\}r (0)); i.e., cp's value at \|i(0)) with cp, ^ ordinary 

functions. At a constant function cp, the associated § will be 

constant on any neighborhood ,of \|f (i.e. , since it will carry 

every \Jr into c). However, if the does not contain the point 

(0,ijf (0)) it is clear that no of cp will map into (o^ c + 1) . 

Hence F will not be continuous on the neighborhood topology. 

Actually all that was used in the above example was that 

the neighborhood of t|< did not fix one point. 

So we see that unless we are willing to consider the 

constant functionals at each type as open there is no hope of 

defining a topology based on formal neighborhoods. (That this 

is necessary at all types is seen by a trivial modification of 

example 1, namely F : cp -* X \|r Cep (v); (0)) 3 where ij; has type (6(0)).) 

Now that some such simple extension (though artificial) of 

the neighborhood topology would suffice for impure types might 

seem possible in view of the fact that we have such an adequate 

development for pure type together with a natural set of trans¬ 

forms for getting from impure to pure. 

Counterexample 2. F : cp -* Xf |cp(ty(0)) - f(t(0))| where 

cp, i|i are ordinary functions and f a recursive function. The 

above arguments suffice to show that this F will be continuous 

only if cp(n) = f(n) is taken as open; hence, 

/ 



Theorem 3. There is no acceptable extension of the neighbor 

hood topology for impure space such that Theorem 0 holds. 
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